
Get to the end of the road and be the first to arrive at the last square to 
win a chocolate bar. 

Remember to enjoy the journey!

Objective

Game mat (printable)

List of questions

Dice

Pieces (tokens or chips) to move 

around the board

Chocolate bars

What you’ll need

· The youngest player starts.
· Players take turns clockwise.
· The player throws the dice and moves its chip around the track given by 
the number thrown.
· To complete the turn, the player must do the given action by the square 
they landed in.

  RED: Lose a turn
  GREEN: Answer a question about the environment
  ARROW: Move three squares forward 
  YELLOW: Answer a question about your favorite things
  ORANGE: Answer a question about food
  BROWN: eat a small piece of chocolate

· Answering the question is MANDATORY.
· A throw of six gives an extra turn.
· If a player lands in an occupied square, the previous player has to go back 
to START.
· The first player to get to FINISH is the winner of a chocolate bar.

Instructions



GREEN

-        Name one sea animal
-        Name one land animal
-        Name three planets
-        Where do penguins live?
-        Name one action you can take, to fight pollution

ORANGE

-        Name one cacao beans origin
-        What’s your favorite food?
-        What would you like to have for breakfast tomorrow?
-        What’s the difference between dark chocolate and white chocolate?
-        Which one is your favorite? Breakfast, lunch or diner

YELLOW

-        What’s your favorite family activity?
-        What’s your favorite sport?
-        What’s your favorite book/comic?
-        What’s your favorite band or singer?
-        What’s your favorite movie/tv show?
-        What’s your favorite app/game?
-        Name ONLY ONE plan that makes you extremely happy

What to ask?
These are examples questions you can place, however, you can create
new questions if you ran out of them



Are you enjoying the game? Share this moment on 
social media and tag us to see you living 

#TheGoodnessOfLife


